NAME & ADDRESS: [REDACTED], United Kingdom
PHONE (SIGNAL) CONTACT #: [REDACTED]
ABOUT ME / PERSONAL:
LinkedIn: [REDACTED]
Quora: [REDACTED]
STORY:
Hi,
Please see the email chain below for reference, which I've tried sending to organisations like
Amnesty International, but haven't had a response on. I don't know where to turn for help with
this. I'm desperate, and can't trust the UK authorities: people I try to engage with appear to be
blackmailed before I have an opportunity to get help.
Summary:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Was monitored by UK intelligence agency as part of Alphabay investigation
Entrapped by said agency, who presumably thought I was more than just someone who
bought diazepam + cannabis for personal use on occasion
Extensive human rights violations during their investigation (repeated threats at my life,
and those I care about; torture; no trial of any form...)
Pharmaceutically & Psychologically Tortured during a hospital visit (can speak to
specifics)
Now trying to force psychiatry upon me, plus “silence” me & others who know specifics
Food, drink, medication poisoned in attempt to silence me. So far avoided fatal harm, not
sure on impact on overall health however.
Not sure how long it'll be until they manage to succeed at this, live everyday in fear of my
life

Final page photos are of a camera I found hidden in my home, to demonstrate I was being
watched / monitored.
Thanks,
[REDACTED]
----------

Hi,

I believe I'm under threat from my own (UK) government, and I don't know where/how to get
help. I do not trust the police or anyone in our own government, and can't leave the country for
that reason (I'm unconvinced I'd be "safe" abroad, anyway).

Is there anything you can do to help me? I can share my story with you, if you're interested. I'm
fairly confident I was under investigation by security services (I had bought diazepam & cannabis

online from Alphabay, the marketplace which was taken down a couple of months ago as part of
a global investigation). I believe that laws were broken extensively during that investigation, and
now I'm being silenced (via whatever means possible...). Gov is compromising human rights of
many, in attempting to cover-up.

I was interrogated in hospital, after having my diazepam withdrawn, experiencing severe
withdrawals & being what I'd describe as psychologically tortured (they would perhaps describe
them as “advanced interrogation techniques”).

I believe at one stage there was someone inside my family home performing surveillance: which
would mean that at least one senior minister is aware of the investigation in some regard also
(they'd have to sign-off).

I'm just an ordinary guy, that bought drugs online to cope with a huge amount of personal stress.
I run a business, have always otherwise respected the law, etc.. Did not deserve this.

Please see supporting pictures on the next page, of a surveillance camera I found in our
upstairs bathroom.

